
By staking the XDP2 LP token investors receive DFP2 in return. DFP2 is 
the governance token, used for governance votes. 

With the launch of StablePlaza in Q2 2022, DFP2 can be used to earn a 
part of the trading fees as well.

DFP2 will be part of any project launched in the DefiPlaza ecosystem, both 
on Ethereum and future blockchains like Radix. 

DFP2 will also be regularly burned from the profits of the community run arb 
bot, decreasing the total supply and increasing the price of DFP2

💯

  Total supply: 67.9M DFP2
💸

  50M staking rewards

💸

  12.9M hard fork from v1

💸

  2.5M community fund

💸

  2.5M locked team incentives

The profits from the community run arb bot are used to 
buy DFP2 on DefiPlaza and then burned, reducing the 
total supply. 250k DFP2 has burned until April 1, 2022.

Tokenomics Token utility

-  Website: https://defiplaza.net/
-  App: https://app.defiplaza.net/
-  Stats page: https://defiplaza.net/stats/
-  Twitter: https://twitter.com/defiplaza
-  Github: https://github.com/OmegaSyndicate
-  Telegram: https://t.me/defiplaza
-  Discord: https://defiplaza.net/discord

- US$ 55M in total trade volume per mid April 2022
- 19k swaps per mid April 2022
- Smart Contracts audited by Pessimistic.io
- 1inch integrated DefiPlaza to offer cheaper trades 
- Building an ecosystem of optimized DEXes with the launch 
  of StablePlaza and MoonPlaza

Highlights Links

Stake your tokens and
receive a 75% APR

Invest in a basket of 16 tokens, 
like an ETF fund

Swap 65% cheaper 
than any other DEX

DefiPlaza is an ecosystem of decentralised exchanges on 

Ethereum with the lowest possible gas fees and a very high 

capital efficiency. This is made possible due to original smart 

contracts written from scratch and with the utmost efficiency 

in mind. 

The 16-token pool of the first DEX of DefiPlaza is 15 times more 

capital efficient than traditional pair-based DEXes, offering up 

to 15 times more fees per unit of liquidity at the same trading 

volume.

Investors invest in a basket of 16 tokens like an ETF fund and 

receive an APR of 75% when staking their LP tokens. 

DefiPlaza is an ecosystem of 
decentralized exchanges on 
Ethereum

Q4 2021: 1inch integration
Users of the 1inch aggregator can now use 

DefiPlaza to swap with even lower fees. The 1inch 

Network unites decentralized protocols whose 

synergy enables the most lucrative, fastest and 

protected operations in the DeFi space.

Q3 2022: StablePlaza
Taking the same gas saving engineering approach 

as DefiPlaza, we will deploy a multi-token exchange 

based around swapping stable tokens. This will 

take the record-low costs of DefiPlaza and 

combine them with dedicated stable coin bonding 

curves.

Q1 2022: Website redesign
Based on requests from the community and with 

the help of a professional designer, the website and 

trading app are redesigned to the highest 

standard. A clean mix of modern DeFi design with 

ancient Greek elements will give the project a 

recognisable visual brand.

Q1 2023: Live on Radix blockchain
When the Radix Babylon network becomes 

available, DefiPlaza will be among the first 

functional DEXes. Here we will aim to have the most 

capital efficient multi-token AMM that we can 

build, adding more features since gas costs are no 

longer a concern.

Q3 2022: MoonPlaza
The MoonPlaza will be a place where new projects 

can get their tokens listed, giving young projects a 

cost effective way of gaining liquidity against 

several mainstream tokens like ETH and USDC/

USDT in one go. Naturally, the DefiPlaza low-cost 

philosophy will also extend to MoonPlaza.

Q3 2021: The launch of DefiPlaza
Going back to the fundamentals of swapping 

tokens, DefiPlaza was deployed as the most cost-

effective DEX on Ethereum. With 120 trading pairs, 

the lowest gas costs and very low fees it has since 

brought the best deal in DeFi to our users.

Q2 2022: WalletConnect
Next to supporting MetaMask, we will launch our 

implementation of the popular WalletConnect 

standard. Enabling more wallets for our users both 

on desktop and mobile.

Our roadmap, this is what keeps us busy

APR
75%

Swapping fee
0.1 %

Trading pairs
120

Liquidity
$2.50M

defiplaza The lowest cost exchanges on Ethereum


